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A SUBSTANTIAL ARRAY of heavy weaponry has come 
cently into the arsenal of management techniques which can aid in 
be evaluation of administrative services in libraries. Some of these new 
chniques have been overused, some have been underused, a number 
ave been misued; but their net effect has clearly been beneficial to the 
brary community. There is, however, an unsettling notion in the 
linds of some informed observers that the need for application of 
.dditional evaluation techniques in libraries has grown more rapidly 
han their actual use, and that every day we scramble faster and faster 
~\.hile falling farther and farther behind. 
Libraries were formerly simple-probably never as simple as they 
appeared in lay eyes to be, but simple nonetheless in comparison to 
libraries today. When calculated on a national base the inexorable 
sixteen-year doubling rate of research library collections identified by 
Fremont Rider in 1944 continues still, and it is attended by another 
equally unrelenting but less frequently noted change-a doubling also 
in complexity every sixteen years. Research libraries are today four 
times as complex as they were at the outbreak of World War 11, four 
times as hard to use, and four times as demanding of rigorous social 
justification. It may be that the advance of management techniques has 
kept pace with the need neither in theory nor in application. 
The distinction between theory and application is an important one 
to bear in mind throughout this discussion. ,411 of the mechanisms to be 
mentioned here have been proved in theory; many have been proved 
in application in other industries; a few have been usefully applied in 
the library arena; some have not been applied anywhere at all. Regret- 
ably librarians have on occasion been castigated for not using newer 
techniques whether o r  not their application has been warranted or  
their viability proved. The  credibility of librarians as modern managers 
deserves in many cases to be better than this castigation indicates, 
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although it doubtless ought also to be better in many cases than it 
deser1.e~now to be. 
For sexreral decades the key de\-ice for evaluating management in 
American libraries \cas the library survey, usually conducted by one or  
more visiting consultants who came to an institution, judged the overall 
library needs of the cornmunit)-, rendered an  appraisal of'the 1ibrar)'s 
efforts to meet them, and provided recorn~nendations fol-enhancing 
their effectiveness. Much of the survey had of necessit) to be based 
more o r  less subjectively upon the expertise and intuition of the sur- 
veyor, but this was often sul~plemented by hard data-e.g.. statistics o n  
use and growth, comy~arisons ~ v i t l iother similar- institutions, and the 
checking of  holdings against standard bibliographies and checklists. 
Self-surveys have been a frequentl) seen \.ariation 11pon the library 
survey, sometimes conducted simp11 out of institiltional curiosity and 
desire to impt-ove or,  on  other occasions, ~vith the encouragement o f  
the regional accrediting association, I\-hich then nlight o r  might not 
subsequently send in alibrary consultant as :z rnennber of a visiting 
accreditation team. A number of libraries have tound i t  useful to 
appoint "boards of \ isitors" comprised of' expert lihrariaris and knolv- 
ledgeable laymen to meet a couple o f t i ~ n e s  each year to review de- 
velopments and propose improven~ents. 
Library surveys of tliese kinds have made substantial and abiding 
contributions to the evaluation of administrative ser\~ices ill libraries 
over the two score years bet~veen 1930 and 1990-and a few even 
earlier-and it is likely that they ~ v i l lcontinue t o  d o  so for a long time in 
the future.' They have earned for themselves a perlnanent role among 
methods for improving library management. 
-4recent convolutiori of the traditional surl-ey, one \\.hi& is self-done 
but with out-of-house guidance, has been utilized during 1973 b>-
several large American research libraries. Developed by the Associa- 
tion of Research Libraries' OFf'ice of U~liversity Library hlanagement 
Studies, the so-called MRAP (Management Review and Analysis Pro- 
gram) is designed to p r o ~ i d e  guidelines for internal evaluation of li- 
brary management policies and activities. I t  comprises a structured 
framework for the systematic review and evaluation of a library's 
planning, policy development, organization, and personnel practices. 
It is intended to identify essential changes that should be made by the 
library to assure its greatest effectiveness. Preliminary reports of 
MRAP application have been favorable, and it appears likely that it will 
be more widely utilized in the future.' 
Some of the recent innovations on the management scene that have 
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application to libraries are unidimensional in that they corltribute to 
e\,aluation of a particular kind of activity only; others; such as MRAP, 
have across-the-board utility. L4nother example of the latter kind is 
found in the general concept of "h\.lanagement by Objective" (MBO), 
wherein the appropriateness of all of an institution's activities is tested 
against a hierarchy of' aims descending from the library's nverriding 
purpose, through its continuing objectives, specific projects, strategies, 
and resource^.^ In theory at least, this pyramid of orgarlizational objec- 
tives can cascade all the way to the individual librarian who then 
compares his service periodically against the objecti\-es of his position 
as a mechanism for performance evaluation. Unfortunately, however, 
few libraries ha le  as yet introduced programs of' personnel evaluation 
based upon position ol>jectives. 
An interesting and seemingly converse position is proposed by the 
Lihrary Rlanageme~lt Research Unit (LlIKC) at Cambridge Cniver- 
sit!. Whereas hiBO would call for an organization's overarching mis- 
sion and ol~jectives being determinecl first and then statistical data 
developed to measure progress toward those objectives, the L l lRU 
suggests that most libraries, bvhether o r  not they have identified them 
I)? rigorous dialectic, alreadl- have sonle objectives implicit, if not 
explicit. If that is true, the LMRU opines, then library management's 
greatest need at this time is for instruments with which to measure 
operating effectiveness, thereby permitting refinenlent of those 
objectives.-l Since the entire cycle of objective determination, opera-
tion, and evaluation is a reiterative process anylvay, these two positions 
arc, to a degree at least, head and tail of' the same coin. Effectively 
carried out,  either exercise could doubtless redound to the benefit of 
most libraries. 
AS long as libraries did not cost much, society appears to have been 
content to fund them on the assumption that their contribution to the 
public good was obviously in excess of'the meager investment required 
for their sustenance. MTith their exponential growth since World War 
11, however, libraries have become very expensive to operate, and 
society is no longer so sure that the>- arc worth their high cost. Accord- 
ingly, libraries are increasingly being called upon to provide more 
rigorous justification for their budgets. Fortunately some recent man- 
agement innovations concerrl themselves with this matter of cost jus- 
tification, and their application to libraries, although slow t~ come 
about, has been welcome. 
Most of these processes forjustifying costs rely in some way upon the 
preparation of simple cost-benefit ratios. Presumably a library shoz~ld 
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be able to demonstrate that the dollar benefit derived by the commun- 
ity from its existence exceeds its dollar cost. Once demonstrated, the 
subsequent investment of society's funds in the library's continuation 
and enhancement would be assured. Anyone will invest where the 
return can be demonstrated to be considerably greater than the ex- 
pense; banks will even lend money for its accomplishment. Regrettably, 
however, libraries, as most other service agencies, have had difficulty 
quantifying the dollar benefits of their services to users, and as a result 
progress toward cost-benefit evaluation of libraries is languishing. 
Nonetheless, further efforts by libraries to develop such budget jus- 
tifiers seem warranted. 
A shorter step toward the same goal, but a potentially useful one for 
libraries, is,to develop input-output indices for purposes of cost 
rationalization. These are ratios of cost-to-productivity for the library's 
several "product lines," such as reference questions fielded, circulation 
of books, or hours of user contact with books.5 Again, however, most 
libraries have been unable to come to grips with the problem of iden- 
tifying the "irreducible unit of productivity" in library service to func- 
tion as a numerator against which cost data can be passed as de- 
nominator for purposes of assessing effectiveness of library expendi- 
tures on a continuing basis. Not only can such cost-to-productivity 
information, where developed, serve as a continuing institutional 
check upon its activities in a linear sense; given adequate consensus on 
cost and productivity definitions, such data can also serve for purposes 
of comparative evaluation among a number of libraries. It would also 
appear essential for a library to have such data on present operations in 
order rationally to determine whether or not to install a new system 
with different cost and productivity chara~teristics.~ 
Certainly in the profit sector such calculations as these are common- 
place; indeed they are necessary if the institution is to stave off bank- 
ruptcy. There are nagging doubts in some librarians' minds, however, 
as to whether they can, or  should, be applied to libraries. In general, 
these doubts seem to spring from one or  more of three basic considera- 
tions, two of which are practical, and the last of which is primarily 
philosophical: 
1. 	 the aforementioned problem of identifying an "irreducible unit" of 
library service requisite to such calculations; it may be that libraries 
are too diverse and interactive in their services to permit a discrete 
determination of this kind to be made; 
2. 	the fact that libraries often do not comprise total business 
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systems-from purchasing to checkwriting-wherein an EDP-
based flow of accounting and charge-back information can facilitate 
the development and delivery of such continuing calculations; and 
3. 	the inherent discomfort that accompanies any effort to assign a 
dollar value to the reading of a fine poem, an invigorating discourse, 
or an absorbing mystery. 
These may well be real and insuperable barriers, or they may be 
rationalizations to support the retention of the better understood 
status quo. It  is hard to judge. The  fact remains, however, that many 
members of library boards find their livelihood in the profit sector 
where hard proof of cost effectiveness is required for survival, and if 
libraries are going to compete successfully for a fair share of society's 
resources, they will probably have increasingly to provide evaluation 
machinery that relates inputs to outputs in some more compelling 
format than most have used in the past. 
Another manifestation of the ambient social pressure for rigorous 
proof of need has been seen in the much discussed and widely advo- 
cated PPBS, o r  "Planning-Programming-Budgeting System." 
Originating in the Rand Corporation, PPBS was first applied in the 
Department of Defense, and then by presidential directive in 1963 it 
moved into other federal agencies. PPBS rapidly spilled over into the 
higher education community, where by the end of the decade its 
utilization was being enthusiastically urged upon university libraries. 
A number of large libraries flirted with PPBS,7 and some library 
literature was generated on the s ~ b j e c t . ~  Essentially PPBS calls for 
planning by objective, selection of programs following evaluation of 
alternatives utilizing sophisticated measurement techniques, and ap- 
propriate allocation of resources, all carried out in a single, structured, 
management framework. 
Almost as fast as it came into being, however, enthusiasm for PPBS 
began for a number of  reasons to wane, both in the general manage- 
ment field and in l i b ra r i e~ .~  Much of the general disaffection with 
PPBS seemed to result from three factors: (1)greater benefits had been 
claimed by its proponents than it was in many cases possible to deliver; 
(2) its successful application required staff skills not widely available 
nor easily obtained; and (3) its effective introduction usually required 
the investment of substantial supernumerary funds which were infre- 
quently forthcoming. Its use in university libraries moreover was 
further balked by philosophical doubts in some quarters as to whether 
or not libraries indeed had "programs" that could be so studied and 
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evaluated; perhaps the academic programs of the university were the 
discrete units subject to such study with the attendant library cost of 
each identified only as a subordinate budget line. This last question, of 
course, is simply a new way of asking the old question of whether the 
library should lead or follow in academic policy determination; it 
probably cannot presently be answered in a manner that will be satis- 
factory to everyone. 
At any rate, as of the time of this writing, it appears that PPBS as 
originally conceived is no longer likely to be used in libraries. This is not 
to say that it has failed. On the contrary, its short life has been salutary 
in libraries because it gained wider recognition than had previously 
existed of the need for libraries to view their costs in new ways-ways 
that would require and demonstrate consciousness on the part of 
library managers of their obligation to be fiscally as well as intellectually 
"accountable" to the so'ciety of which they are a part. 
A whole new discipline of use to library evaluators has come into 
being the past three decades with the advent of Operations Research. 
The term OR generally embraces a range of objective mathematical 
computations and systems analyses of assistance to managers in 
decision-making. Abetted by the availability of computers, OR can now 
bring new insights to bear upon library problems which simply were 
not previously possible to develop. Linear programming techniques 
thus can be applied to a library problem wherein relevant variables are 
assigned sequences of values until their most desirable configuration 
becomes apparent and the best alternative selected.1° Likewise 
mathematical models that imitate "real-life" library situations can be 
constructed by operations research methodology, and the impact of 
different possible futures upon them appraised, so as to permit in- 
formed rather than intuitive decisions to be made be for^ the fact, 
thereby reducing expensive and unnecessary experimentation.ll 
Bookstein and Swanson have usefully pointed out that most OR 
efforts in libraries to date have shared as a single key attribute the quest 
for an optimum, whether it is for network design, directory design, 
library use, journal use, the number of copies of a book, the loan period 
for a book, or  simply cost.12 This is a healthy reversal of previous 
motivators in libraries which have most often been quests for maxima 
rather than optima. Bigger is not necessarily better, in libraries as in 
other human enterprises, and OR techniques can aid libraries that 
would make rational determinations of the difference. 
For a multiplicity of reasons, OR has not yet been used extensively in 
libraries. Among reasons given for its slow adoption are a widely held 
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belief that most libraries are too small to benefit from OR applications, 
a general unawareness of the wide-ranging capabilities of OR techni- 
ques, and shortage of librarians trained in OR methodology. To  a 
degree at least, the last factor need not pertain, because it should be 
possible for a library needing an OR application to purchase it in the ad 
hoc consulting market in the same way a library buys legal counsel. 
Some efforts of this kind, however, have failed because of the difficulty 
of client libraries acquainting the consultants adequately with the com- 
plexity of their problems to assure useful results. Fortunately a grow- 
ing number of librarians is gaining the rudiments of OR understand-
ing, and the next ten years is sure to see an increase in its application to 
libraries. A recent selective bibliography on library OR contained fully 
153items, and the literature of successful theory and application grows 
daily.13 
Bigness and complexity in libraries bring problems, but happily they 
also bring opportunities. One of the greatest opportunities resulting 
from bigness now before the profession is certain to be the prospect of 
applying more meaningful evaluation techniques than were possible in 
earlier times. Better evaluation techniques will mean better decisions, 
and better decisions will improve the library economy for the com- 
monweal. The  prospect of such improvements promises exciting 
times for library managers. 
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